The media task force of the Student Bill of Rights Committee has proposed a change to the Corporation, the publisher of all student publications, to allow them to serve as legal liaisons for the publications, defining what the rights of the corporation as publisher of the student publications were. Father Peterson and other Corporation members were concerned about legal problems which the editors of The Cowl, Veritas, or the Providence College News might face under criminal laws.

The Student Bill of Rights Committee was asked to attend the Student Bill of Rights Committee meeting to provide background information. The vote was 75-24-1 in favor of keeping student publications free from the control of the corporation. The resolution presented by Dr. Richard Grace of the history department, read: "Resolved: That the corporation continue to be the publisher of the Student Bill of Rights Committee activities at Providence College."

James Baker of the PC art Slavin Center made a mysterious re-appearance two weeks ago at the Slavin Center reception two weeks ago at the foot of the altar of Guzman Chapel. The thieves are, as yet, unknown.
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Task Force Sets Limits

The task force decided to leave the issue of whether the publisher should have the right to "appoint" or "approve" the editors and managers to the full committee.

Three weeks ago, the editors and managers along with their moderators were invited to a meeting of the task force to comment on the problem and specifically two proposals, one introduced by Father Walter Heath and one by Dr. Robert Trudeau.

The proposal which was finally passed could be considered a compromise, according to members of the task force.

Father Heath's original proposal gave the Corporation the right to delay publication of material which could cause the publisher to be held legally liable because of violations of civil or criminal law.

The moderator will be required to submit any questionable material for final determination to an attorney retained by the Corporation, and editors who proceed to submit any questionable material shall be held legally liable for the sole purpose of restricting the publication of material that could cause the publisher to be held legally liable.

The whole Student Bill of Rights Committee was scheduled to meet today to discuss the proposal. It was expected that the full committee and reach Father Peterson's desk. If Father Peterson approves the amendment, it will be added to section IV D.4, page 38 of the 1975-76 Student Handbook.

Big Band and Xmas Concerts Scheduled

Big Band music returns to Providence College tonight, December 3, when the Nate Robertson Band appears at Harkins Hall.

The band, which has been together for four years, consists of 17 members who are dedicated to the revival of the Big Band sound of the 1930s and 1940s. The concert is being sponsored jointly by the Institute of Arts and Science of New York University; and the Providence College Chorus and the Music Department.

Among the band's repertoire are the jazz classics "Take the A Train," "Stardust," "Let's Do It," "Sharon," and "On the Avenue." The band has performed in New York City and has been inducted into the New York City Music Hall of Fame.

The band will perform as part of another of the Second Wednesday Series, which will start at 12:30 p.m. in '64 Hall at 8 p.m.

The wind ensemble, under the direction of Charles Cowl, will perform Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus," and "Giovanni's Christmas Concerto," along with other works appropriate to the Christmas season.

The other event will be on December 10 when Delight Willard, who conducted the Rhode Island Philharmonic Orchestra, will conduct the Providence College Symphonic Wind Ensemble in "Bugles Can't Play Christmas" and "Here Comes Santa Claus." The band will perform as part of the Second Wednesday Series. This will start at 12:30 p.m. in '64 Hall at 8 p.m.

Barnes-Kvitvits Trial: Both Sides Claim Victory
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that he was awarded $500,000 in damages. Jan<br />Wyatt's<br />decision was based on the fact that Barnes used a tire iron and<br />specified that he would not be<br />honored.

"A suspension of a player's<br />severed by the bankruptcy court. Barnes later said that<br />was imposed on him, and that he had<br />professional basketball career would not be<br />to do something about this.

"The decision was based on the fact that Barnes used a tire iron and specified that he would not be honored.

"A suspension of a player's<br />severed by the bankruptcy court. Barnes later said that<br />was imposed on him, and that he had<br />professional basketball career would not be<br />to do something about this.

"The decision was based on the fact that Barnes used a tire iron and specified that he would not be honored.

"A suspension of a player's<br />severed by the bankruptcy court. Barnes later said that<br />was imposed on him, and that he had<br />professional basketball career would not be<br />to do something about this.

"The decision was based on the fact that Barnes used a tire iron and specified that he would not be honored.
Survey Agrees

Officials See Drinking Rising in Recent Years

By Richard Radcliffe

According to Reverend Walter J. Health, director of residence at PC, "Drinking has increased over the past year, and marijuana use has decreased."

A recent survey was taken among students at PC College. According to 25 per cent of those receiving questionnaires replied. The survey showed an overall increase in the drinking habits of those responding. Specifically, 72 per cent of the seniors drank more than two or three times a week. And of that 52 per cent, 11 per cent drink every three times a week, and of that 25 per cent, 11 per cent drink every three times a week.

According to Hugh Len, a member of the alcohol research department, "Because of the campus alcohol return rate, it is impossible to make any conclusions about the drinking habits of seniors."

He also added that, according to the results are alarming, especially the figure indicating that 13 per cent of those seniors responding feel that drinking interferes with their studies very often. Then, after a short interval of momentary silence, he added, "That's amazing."

After looking at the results of the survey, Colonel Andrew DeCorsi, director of residence, feels that the figures represented in the survey concur with what he has seen through his experiences. Moreover, five per cent of the seniors class is represented. Father Health feels that there are three reasons for the increase in drinking:

1. There is a great deal of insecurity in the state.
2. There is no set goals.
3. The student is not fully convinced that college is worth the time, effort or money.

"A student along with this feeling of insecurity, and the security and unpredictability is put into an academic sweatbox and cranked up from 8:00 a.m. Monday morning to 4 p.m. Friday afternoon. By the time Friday night rolls around he must relieve himself, he must do just it and he must do it systematically. Therefore, the only medication available to him is liquor."

"The increased drinking habits are not just phenomena here at PC, according to Colonel Andrew DeCorsi. A recent survey was taken by the director of security at Ithaca College. "This survey shows the biggest problem on college campuses in the world today," said Father Health.

Committee Commemoration:

'No Way' to Discuss All Issues in Poll

Continued from Page 1

"The Civic Center was the only answer."

She said that having Commencement at the Grotto would only forestall the inevitable. "With the Class of '78 it's got to be off campus. All we would do is stave it off for a few years. It's either now or two years from now." She felt that Commencement at the Civic Center would be more personalized in the sense that, "We could have any kind of program the students wanted. Students would have a chance for a creative personal type of program."

"The Grotto," she felt, "is limiting kind of experience. It was chosen last year. We could end up with a much more dignified procession at the Civic Center."

 Mentioning what other students do, she said, "If that's what other schools want, it's OK, but the point is that students here don't want it. We can't get away with stepping on people's toes as much as an Harvard and Fordham."

Having Commencement inside Alumni Hall in 1973 was "chain. "People were fighting to get in and sneaking in. People were carried out because of heat pronunciation."

She felt that moving the Commencement from the Grotto would not interfere with tradition, because it has only been the site for graduation for a few years. "We have a tradition of moving graduation," she pointed out.

Dr. Mario DiNunzio, who was asked Downing whether the issues could be polled, Downing said, "It is impossible to get the issues across in a vote. "DiNunzio then asked, "What about having a homecoming concert at the Cowl, for example? "I'd like to see it on campus. But I'd prefer to see what the students want. Why, would a formal student vote be difficult to organize?"

Downing replied, "It's not necessary. It couldn't be done."

Kevin Kelley of the economics department questioned Student Congress President Jim McCarthy whether graduation could be separated from commencement. McCarthy replied, "A lot of times both are in different departments."

Murphy asked McCarthy about transfer from the College to the Civic Center instead of parking downtown, where, as Dr. Prien said, rates are $1.00 in the evening. McCarthy replied, "Having the people come here and then go to the Civic Center in buses would create confusion. It would be wonderful."

At this point, two Senate members left the meeting, stating no reasons, and the quorum which was so perfectly close to not being obtained early in the meeting, was not met, and Murphy stated that he could not "constitutionally" allow the remaining members of the Senate to vote on the resolution. Murphy said after the meeting that the straw vote would have to stand as the faculty's opinion of where the Commencement should be.

Downing stated that she felt that the straw vote would have no effect on the Board of Trustees vote and administration's decision on the Commencement. The committee's decision, depending approval by Father Thomas R. Peterson, president of the College, would be final.

WHY LIVE A LIFE WITHOUT MEANING?

Too many of us are in places we don't want to be. Doing things we don't have to do. Sometimes, it's because we can't think of anything else to do; that's not a way to live.

Since you have only one life to live, maybe it's time to think of something other than what you want. Why not decide to live for the best. . . , a good purpose, for something bigger than you are. . . .

If you want to change the direction of your life, you might begin by changing the way of life. The faculty, the Paullists, are in the midst of the final preparations of the prophetic Church."
Education Better, Rules Worse

Dear Editor,

We are writing this letter in regard to Commencement exercises. As seniors we feel that in trying to resolve the problem, you are considering us merely as a number rather than as concerned individuals. Granted, the logistical difficulties of this point because no further plans can be made until the location is decided upon. However, we feel as being members of the senior class we should have a vote in the selection. After all — we have spent approximately $16,000 by the end of our college career.

The main concern we have is that the Senate, as a body, is voting on their preference for graduation now the letter was dated November 21, and we (along with our parents), who have put so much into Providence College, are not being allowed to have any say in the matter. Therefore we ask for a student evaluation on the changes. We feel that both sides have been attacked the problem.

Sincerely,

[Signatures]

Regina Swiell, Thomas Casely, Kathy DelSignore, Chris Kozij, Betsy Stachura, and Mary Beth White.

---

Internship Committee Formed

Father Thomas Peterson has created a new committee whose purpose is to counsel and screen applicants for the state and mayor internship programs. He and William Hudson of the political science department and Kevin Kelley of the economics department are on the committee. Students interested in applying for any one of the programs should contact one of the three faculty members.

---

Seniors Not Given Voice in Choice

Dear Editor,

We wish, however, to acknowledge the efforts of the task force which is deciding the location of Commencement. These attempts will result in role changing on the part of the advisor, the publisher (the Providence College Corporation) and The Cowl.

The question of the location of Commencement continues to raise controversy on this campus. The Providence College Corporation, Providence College, River Avenue and Eaton Street, Providence, R.I. 02918 Second class postage paid at Providence, R.I. Printed by Surf Side Print, 70 Main Street, Wickford, Rhode Island.

We now call upon the College administration to initiate a legal education program for all members of the student media. An educational program in the best insurance against legal suits and problems. This would be far better than creating rules and artificial structures which would only create more confusion among editors and College officials.

We wish, however, to acknowledge the efforts of the task force which is trying to resolve the problem through the advisor's role. The proposal calls upon the advisor to take a more active role in reading copy, questioning legality, and possibly withholding legal endangerment to the College exists, we disagree with the method proposed by the Committee.

Painting Recovered

The appearance of the painting in Guzman Church astounded people as much as its disappearance did. The Chapel is open at all times, although the dormitory entrance, and the access to it leaves no problem. Once the thieves decided to return the painting, Slavin Center was out of order for three days due to a problem of getting caught. Guzman Hall, located at the far end of the campus, had the most thorough and closest attention when the painting was stolen. Guzman Church was theorized Father McMahon.

Father McMahon said he was very disappointed that no one returned it and no one concerned the College. He also said that no one took it. Anyone who would think to return it to the House of God would not be the one to question the painting.
As the Tummy Turns

Transfers. Unfortunately, it was either through lack of interest or lack of men, transfers have already attended at least one year of college prior to environment after having graduated from one school and entering a We.

Healey, last summer’s transfer orientation was incorporated into fresh­

transfer comfort and interest, and I think this is worth discussing.

about what she considered a bad situation. She has taken steps to insure

On November 20. Three readers

The quality of racing these days is that there is simply too much of it going on. Because of the increased of the number of horses used, the quality is declining.

For instance, if you were to hire a horse to do the excitement, the tenseness run. But how can one have a feel of the horses? How can one feel the track, the students needed

The purpose of the field trv was to have each member of the class encounter the same experience and then to write about it. The majority of the class arrived at the track by 4 p.m. in time for the grand tour, previously Perel and race track officials had expected that, since the officials knew the class was interested in learning about the track, they would be interested in reading the tracks. Perel and race track officials had expected that, since the officials knew the class was interested in learning about the track, they would be interested in reading the tracks.

Through the help of Detective Vincent Accardo, a Narragansett security official, the class obtained copies of the day’s racing program. Just about everyone placed at least one dollar bet — 25 percent of those who came to the races lose; 10 percent break even; and 5 per curd a gut feeling in the stomach. They began to catch “the fever.

"T’ll just make one last bet... how does ‘Big Mountain’ sound to you?”

The Friars Club announced last week that it had scheduled an “End of Semester Party at Edge. The party, to be held from 6 p.m. on December 9, will be open to all PC students. A list of 300 persons has been established.

The quality of racing these days is that there is simply too much of it going on. Because of the increased of the number of horses used, the quality is declining.

The stomach has a tolerant personality, but if you push it too far, it will strike back. You can destroy yourself. You can destroy yourself. Dr. Butt says each of us has an antacid in our stomach, which will destroy you. Antacids and some people clash.

Artichokes and some people clash. Artichokes have two common side effects: nausea and vomiting and diarrhoea, Dr. Butt says. Another common side effect is an antacid in an antacid causes constipation, and this can cause diarrhoea.

Dr. Butt says each of us has an antacid in our stomach, which will destroy you. Artichokes and some people clash. Antacids and some people clash.
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Night of the Iguana.

Slaughter an American family of terrorists who have vowed to spurts in all directions, but Kennedy manages to avoid the worst. The computer just killed him, and his hope is that this kind of film is becoming less common today. As evidence that there is plenty of it — is glorified as the hero.

There is no doubt about it: anything but passion and violence; the film says; and the audience during the performance of music by Verdi and Tschaikowsky's "Symphony No. 5." The "Human Factor" is further weakened by the soloist. It was a flawless performance of music by Verdi and Tschaikowsky. The violinist exhibited his musical skill and technique. At times his fingers seemed to fly over the strings and lights are seen on the moors. Is the performer? Is someone trying to kill Sir Henry? The answers to these questions are solved by Holmes in his usual quick, logical and deductive fashion.

Rathbone Portrays Cold, Rational Holmes

Since last year's release of Sidney Lumet's The Strangeness of the Orient Express, detective and mystery films are enjoying a well-deserved comeback. The master sleuth of them all, Sherlock Holmes, can be seen once more in the re-release of the sixth volume of The Hound of the Baskervilles (1939).

After the mysterious death of Sir Charles Baskerville, Mr. Moriarty (Linet Atwill) asks Sherlock Holmes (Basil Rathbone) and Dr. Watson (Nigel Bruce) to protect Sir Charles' heir, Sir Henry Baskerville (FRANK CULLIFORD), when he is to arrive. He also tells Holmes about the legend of the Hound of the Baskervilles, a monstrous dog that has been terrorizing the Baskerville family for generations.

Holmes sends Watson ahead to the Baskerville estate to investigate. The man is strange, the howling sounds are heard at night, and lights are seen on the moors. Is it the hounds? Is someone trying to kill Sir Henry? The answers to these questions are solved by Holmes in his usual thorough and logical manner.

What follows is pure R-rated violence as Kennedy brutally slays the terrorists one by one. Blood spurted from the wounds as Kennedy manages to avoid the machine gun fire coming from all around him. The audience was on the edge of their seats: crime can only be stopped by the film, the violence, and the over-zealous police have learned a lesson.

There is no doubt about it: Kennedy comes out the hero. The audience cheers him on as he blasts the lone female terrorist in the jungle with a rocket-propelled grenade. It is an eventful night, although Kennedy's character His actions are probably more sinful than those of the animals he pursues. Yet he makes the hero of the film — and there is plenty of it — is glorified as surely as it was in Death Wish. Perrotti adds all of the fact that this kind of film is becoming all too common today. As evidence that there is plenty of it — is glorified as the hero.

The "Human Factor" is further weakened by the soloist. It was a flawless performance of music by Verdi and Tschaikowsky. The violinist exhibited his musical skill and technique. At times his fingers seemed to fly over the strings and lights are seen on the moors. Is the performer? Is someone trying to kill Sir Henry? The answers to these questions are solved by Holmes in his usual quick, logical and deductive fashion.
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Lucerne, Switzerland

Where Are You, Nicholas?

By Rosemary Lynch

Lucerne, Switzerland

Remember when you were five how Christmas morning felt? How the evergreen sitting in the living room looked larger than the house, the wrapping paper on presents seemed to flow in the lights of the tree, the tinsel seemed to sparkle as if it were electrified? How, on that morning, everything seemed special, exciting, so much better?

Well, that is precisely how I felt when I returned to the city of my dreams, Lucerne, Switzerland. How does one begin to describe a place where the sun shines even when it rains? The magical quality of Lucerne brings one back to the Christmas morning of early childhood, almost convincing one that, yes, there really is a Santa Claus.

Lucerne's glamour is drawn from many areas. Bordered on three sides by mountains, situated on the shore of the lake that bears its name, Lucerne embodies all that is of the old, romantic Switzerland as well as modern, commercial Suisse. Touristy, it probably is — but for justifiable reasons.

On the north bank of the Reuss River lies the "old city." Here are the museums, baroque churches, music festivals, theatre, and my favorite, the Richard Wagner Museum. The museum was the home of Wagner during his stay in Lucerne. It consists of two floors, the first dedicated to the life and works of the composer, and the second, to the life of the most, unusually, (actually, weirdest) musical instruments I have ever seen. And, more interestingly, the second floor museum pieces I found to be of a sort of morbid interest. They are "death machines," some of which are so morbid that I thought, "I don't think I am going to look inside them." But I did, and I am glad I did. If I looked like Nietzsche (I think I did) I think I would have killed God, too.

Outside of the Wagner home, located on a hill, are some of the best views of Lucerne. To the right, the mountains to the left, the river, is a stone structure, the Spreuerbrucke, hell-fire, death and damnation and other pleasantries (known as the "Door of Death") on the Spreuerbrucke. On one side of the Chapel Bridge, rising out of the river, is a stone structure, the Wasserturm (Water Tower), which once served as a prison.

Lucerne offered all of those "cultural aspects" which I am supposed to be discovering. The list includes an art museum, baroque churches, music festivals, theatre, and my favorite, the Richard Wagner Museum. To the left of the Wasserturm is the old Elementary School, now the home of the Lucerne Drama Society. The society is dedicated to the life and works of William Shakespeare. It is the only reason this is generally acknowledged to be the best of the nine school and city drama groups in this area.

It was this group who brought new life and excitement into the film. However, although Bruce's scene is Nigel Bruce as Dr. Watson to my Mr. Barry's "What was that?" so much that the viewer can't help but wish that the Hound of the Baskervilles would go for his throat.

Director Sidney Lanfield, better known for his comedies, managed to inject a few moments of excitement into the film. However, the only reason this is generally acknowledged to be the best of the nine film versions of the novel is due to the excellent characterizations of Rattrawson and Bruce and not because of any direction or brilliance of Lanfield.

The Hound of the Baskervilles is a film for mystery buffs. Those who enjoy old fog-bound mansions, many stairs, boxes, and the lake in front combine to form an aura of timelessness, casting a spell of enchantment, creating a feeling that escapes words.

Nicholas, I know you are somewhere.

Letters

Policy Explained

Edward Cinini repeated today the policy with regard to the Letters to the Editor section of the Cowl.

Authors should attempt to limit the length of their letters. Letters of over 300 words will probably not be published unless the author grants permission to edit his letter. All letters published are in no way altered or edited with regard to content. If necessary, grammatical and spelling corrections, for example, may be made.

Letters must comply with the following guidelines: 400 words or less, typed, legibly written, or preferably typed double-spaced; salutation optional; please address to Letters To The Editor; submit in the form of a typewritten or double-spaced essay addressed to the editor-in- chief's desk or mailed to P.O. Box 66.

All letters must be signed. The name of the author may be held upon request if it appears that the writer's well-being at PC may cause nothing but anxiety for Adam (John O'Hurley) as he sings of life in "Here in Eden" and of her "Feelings." She imposes a system of none but all the animals and plants in Eden, each given its name, and "it looks like" whatever it may be.

By her encounter with the Snake (Father John Cunningham, O.P.), who tells Eve that it is not apples, but rather chestnuts, who are forbidden, she has both herself and Adam driven from the Garden.

Still, Adam admiringly feels something of love for this Eve. As times goes on, the two live together — though not always harmoniously — and bring forth two sons, Cain and Abel. Finally, Eve meets her death and Adam is left all alone, an old man.

The excellent performances were only made possible through the combined efforts of a dedicated production crew. Commendation is deserved to all who worked to make "The Diary of Adam and Eve" an evening's entertainment.

Right Gift at Right Price

In general, women are easy, but uncreative, to buy for. It seems a woman always loves perfume. And, although not entirely true, there is a reason the third year she's received the large economy size of Emeraude.

Old people and teen-agers can be grouped together. Both love to appear young, and "it takes the chill out of a cold winter's night." No comment.

Throughout all, 'tis the season to be jolly (God, how trite!). Remember that when children are screaming at Santa Claus...or when Santa Claus is screaming at the children...
All too often, when the party ends, the trouble begins.
People who shouldn't be doing anything more active than going to sleep are driving a car. Speeding and weaving their way to death.

Before any of your friends drive home from your party, make sure they aren't drunk.

Don't be fooled because they drank only beer or wine. Beer and wine can be just as intoxicating as mixed drinks.

And don't kid yourself because they may have had some black coffee. Black coffee can't sober them up well enough to drive.

If someone gets too drunk to drive, drive him yourself. Or call a cab. Or offer to let him sleep over.

Maybe your friend won't be feeling so good on the morning after, but you're going to feel terrific.

**FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.**

**DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y**
**BOX 2345**
**ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852**

I want to keep my friends alive for the next party.

Tell me what else I can do.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My name is</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dillon Club Election Set for Thursday

By Kathryn DelSignore

The Dillon Club will hold elections for the offices of president, vice president, secretary, treasurer, and social chairman on Thursday, December 4 in the lower level of Slavin Center. All commuter students are eligible to vote.

Bob Paniccia and Rick Parrillo are the candidates for the office of president. Paniccia, who is from Providence and majored in history, has been a member of the Dillon Club for one year. He is on the travel, food, banquet, and social inventors committees and is also chairman of the housing committee. He helped write the present constitution of the Dillon Club for their ten-year Goal Policy.

According to Paniccia, the Club can effect change on campus. "Because of the student services such as food and housing committees, the Dillon Club has gained more of a name. It's no longer just a small group of people with an office." He also feels the club has gained more of a voice in administration decision-making in that "we've proven ourselves to be responsible members of the College community.

The second candidate for the office of president, Rick Parrillo, is a political science major from Providence. Parrillo has been in the Dillon Club for one and a half years. He is on the executive board and the social inventors committees and worked on the Committee for Charity for Meeting Street School.

It is Parrillo's opinion that the Dillon Club has an important voice in the College community. "The role the Dillon Club can take in the area of student effectiveness in administration decision-making. Parrillo feels that because of the Student Congress set up, students are supposed to have a say but "actually, I don't see very much." He feels that the administration does not really pay that much attention to the student officers. He feels the Dillon Club can help in this is all because the president of the Club has a seat in Student Congress, and can represent the demands of the commuters. Coming to the officers of the Dillon Club with their demands is the only way, Parrillo feels, commuters can get the issues passed on. He considers the seat the Dillon Club holds on Student Congress an important one if used effectively.

In conclusion, Parrillo would like to see the commuters become more involved because most don't really know what the Dillon Club stands for. Parrillo feels he can help the commuters because he is acquainted with many of them. He would like to hold more social events for commuters and institute programs which would be more helpful to them.

Candidates for vice president are Cheryl Groccia and Bob Pacitti.

Groccia, a sophomore, is a math major from Providence. She joined the Dillon Club as a freshman, and during her first semester served as captain of the Dillon Club intramural volleyball team and worked on the car-pooling committee.

She was then elected secretary and has been a member of the executive board since last December. Groccia also helped out on the food committee meetings, and is now serving on the travel committee as well as fulfilling her duties as secretary.

Pacitti feels that the role of the Dillon Club is definitely changing, due to the expansion of membership and new, improved student services. "Up to a year ago," she says, "the Dillon Club was comprised of an executive board who theoretically represented the commuters at PC but in reality did little more than sponsor a few social events. "Now the Dillon Club is the campus travel agency and off-campus housing headquarters, it has a film committee, ad hoc committees for creating new social events (social inventors), a group to study the parking problem, and it sponsors annual events for the whole student body. Groccia doesn't feel that student participation in administration decision-making is all that effective. It is her opinion that the administration needs to get closer to the students in order to find out what can be done to fulfill its needs.

The second candidate for vice-president is Bob Pacitti, a political science major from North Providence. He has been on the Dillon Club for one semester and is on the travel and social inventors committees.

Pacitti feels that to some extent the Dillon Club can affect change on campus for commuters. Pacitti says the Dillon Club is there so that the commuters know there is some kind of place for them to go when they need help. Any change they can effect on campus is up to the commuters' decision to take advantage of the services provided by the Dillon Club.

The role the Dillon Club can take in this process, Pacitti feels, is to 'make students aware of the channels already open to them.' That, he feels, is the biggest step.

Pacitti thinks that the Dillon Club has had an important voice in the Student Congress because of the high numbers of commuters on campus. Lastly, Pacitti feels that the office of vice president has neglected a lot of possibilities. He said, "There is a lot we can do for the club, the commuters on campus. I don't feel the potentials have been used."

The other people running for office are sophomore Valerie Penza, and junior Mary McMenas, both competing for the secretarial position; sophomores Steve Maurano and Lou Zammarelli, vying for the post of treasurer; and Domenic Coletta, a sophomore running unopposed for social chairman.

************

SKIERS

Come with the Dillon Club to WATERVILLE VALLEY

during the Christmas Break

January 4-9, 1976

Here's what you'll get...

1) Accommodations for six days, five nights at the super-deluxe WINDSOR HILL CONDOMINIUMS

2) Shuttle service daily to and from the ski area

3) Five-day unlimited pass at the Waterville Valley Ski area

Limited Space...so hurry!
Running in his first national, Dan showed poise and persistence that came together in an excellent race. By placing 75th (team scoring) he pushed the Friars far out of the reach of 4th place Penn State. As a senior at Chicopee Camp, Dan was recruited by Northeastern. Thus, with the Friars romping over their rival Huskies, who finished with over 400 points, this finish was extremely satisfying to this young, able harrier.

Freshman Peter Crooke ran a very good race as a freshman pitted against some of the finest runners from the U.S., Ghana, England, and Ireland. Peter had run on this course last year with his Long Island track club and enjoyed returning to this fast, open course. Lack of experience will definitely not hamper the Friars next year. The third freshman they brought to Penn State was Eddie Hartnett, who will definitely benefit from competing in this important race. He should be a great asset to PC's harriers' in years to come.

The Providence College cross country team has developed tremendously under Coach Bob Amato. They are a national running power. Very little prominence or praise has been given to this dedicated and talented group of young men. All the team members are returning next year, undoubtedly ensuring a return to the nationals. With their abilities and attitudes, PC should walk away with a national title.

Over Hill and Dale: Former cross country Captain Chris Murphy journeyed out to western Pennsylvania to cheer the Friars on. He and Captain Pat Rafferty compared experiences concerning the role of team leader.

A Coventry, Rhode Island native who attends Slippery Rock College joined the handful of Providence fans in celebrating their team's excellent performance.

Southwick, Massachusetts was well represented with the Arnold family and Arnold's high school coach, Dick Atkinson, traveling to Penn State for the big race.

The Nittany Lion of Penn State was the scene of much rejoicing as the Friars hammed it up, posing on top of this stone statue. Providence's success and the beauty and thrill of a national cross country meet was definitely worth the nine-hour car ride...another lesson in the value of waiting. Some runners fall but the Friars have risen to national prominence and will continue to soar to victory.
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Stonehill, Brown Fall
To Friar Machine

Continued from Page 12

"We needed more offensive inside," remarked Coach Alaimo, "and more penetration. We get in trouble when we have to rely on perimeter shooting to score consistently. If we had some offensive rebounding, then maybe the 32 percent shooting in the second half could have been offset. And of course, PC's defense was obviously very strong.

The Friars again were led in the scoring parade by Hassett's 16, followed by Campbell with 13, McAndrew with 12 and Mavris with 12. Another plus for the Friars was the play of Bruce Grimm, who had nine assists and was a defensive stalwart throughout.

"What pleased me most," Gavitt said, "was that we when we get ahead we were able to control the pressure, forcing more outside shots. I'm just grateful that we had these games before the Alabama game next week."

It should be noted that Brown played without 6-9 center Ed Bernard, who is out sick. "We will play them (PC) again with much more experience under our belt," Alaimo remarked, "and we will play better." He could be right.

Next Saturday, in the not so cozy confines of Madison Square Garden, the Friars will face their biggest test of the year against high-scoring Alabama, who ranked 12th in the AP poll and just about everyone's top 15. For the past two games the Sabers of Suny at Binghamton, and the latest two against East Carolina and UMass have shown that the Goat's defense is not what it once was.

Most of the optimism stems from the return of 6-5 senior Leon Douglas, Douglas, who averaged 21 points and 12 rebounds a game as a junior, was an All-American last year as he led 'Bama to a 24-5 record and the SEC league championship. Returning with Douglas are T.R. Dunn, Anthony Murray, and Bickey Brown.

"When you get past the first four players, we'll be very young and inexperienced, but I think the quality is there," admitted Head Coach C.M. Newton. Watch for some of that quality in 6-5 freshman Regional King, who was Mr. Everything in Alabama high school basketball last year.

An interesting aspect of this game is that in another pre-season poll by NBC, PC and Alabama are tied for 16th. Next Saturday, at 3:30 p.m., that tie should be broken.

On Tuesday, December 9, at 8 p.m. in the Civic Center, the Friars will host perennial Division II power, Assumption. After three straight third place national finishes and five straight 20 win seasons, the Greyhounds might be hard pressed to continue their success, more so for this pessimism was the graduation of all-American John Grachowski and all-New England Paul Brennan, as well as the departure of All-New England guard Jim Boylan.

Coach Joe O'Brien is counting on returning Gary Sarga, Bill Warm and Ed Rodrigues, but beyond that the team is very inexperienced. The concern now is avoiding injuries. Dave Gavitt and John McMorow are currently side-lined with hand and knee ailments, respectively. Co-captain Kevin Gaffney missed the Merrimack contest and skated only a few shifts against BU.

It's hard to say how much of a difference the trio would have made against the Terriers. Nevertheless, the Friars' loss to BU proved that Providence can skate with anyone. Dave Doranski and John McMorow are currently side-lined with hand and knee ailments, respectively. Co-captain Kevin Gaffney missed the Merrimack contest and skated only a few shifts against BU.

Women Gaining
Continued from Page 12

The projected growth of the women's athletic department is being mirrored by the female students enrolling at Providence College, this department with expansion.

Moving back to the area of women's athletics, our team shall be facing two powerhouses this season: Brown, a familiar name, U.R.I. and Brown University. Throughout the course of the season the Sabers will face other strong teams, such as Northeastern University and Clark University.

The forecast indicates that the Sabers' defense could be even better if the girls received more practice time at games. MacDonald noted that it has been a tradition at Brown that the men have supported the women's team more than the females themselves.

Hopefully, we might see a different tradition this season.
Barnes Loses, But Wins

By Jim Travers

Well, it's finally over. For better or worse, the Barnes trial, the Ketvertis suit, or whatever, is decided; and we, the Providence College community, should be relieved, for hopefully a black mark on our school can be forgotten.

The decision merits a little consideration, though. Last week, a federal jury ordered Marvin Barnes to pay former teammate Larry Ketvertis $10,000 for damages suffered in a post-practice fight three years ago.

Barnes was brought to trial again when Ketvertis, who alleged he was having pleaded guilty to a criminal charge and then having lost the civil damages.

The jury ordered Marvin Barnes to pay former teammate Larry Ketvertis $10,000 for damages suffered in a post-practice fight three years ago.

The decision merits a little consideration, though. Last week, a federal jury ordered Marvin Barnes to pay former teammate Larry Ketvertis $10,000 for damages suffered in a post-practice fight three years ago.

The justice system that has caught all, it was decided in court that another implement was never used.

Barnes, the three-time New England cross-country champ, has led his team to two consecutive New England titles and played a very important role in his team's success this year. This year, second team All-American achieved his status. His contributions, performances and warm and witty personality have been the back­bone of his team, and he has been the best athlete of their team.

First man for the Friars was the team's number one runner all year, Mick O'Shea. He finished 13th in a field of approximately 300 of the nation's best runners. O'Shea, the three-time New England cross-country champ, has led his team to two consecutive New England titles and played a very important role in his team's success this year. This year, second team All-American achieved his status. His contributions, performances and warm and witty personality have been the back­bone of his team, and he has been the best athlete of their team.

First man for the Friars was the team's number one runner all year, Mick O'Shea. He finished 13th in a field of approximately 300 of the nation's best runners. O'Shea, the three-time New England cross-country champ, has led his team to two consecutive New England titles and played a very important role in his team's success this year. This year, second team All-American achieved his status. His contributions, performances and warm and witty personality have been the back­bone of his team, and he has been the best athlete of their team.

First man for the Friars was the team's number one runner all year, Mick O'Shea. He finished 13th in a field of approximately 300 of the nation's best runners. O'Shea, the three-time New England cross-country champ, has led his team to two consecutive New England titles and played a very important role in his team's success this year. This year, second team All-American achieved his status. His contributions, performances and warm and witty personality have been the back­bone of his team, and he has been the best athlete of their team.